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CEAITSS I 

INTRODUCTION 

One of th* goals of society is to develop normal, well-

adjusted, nature personalities# Perhaps every©m has a 

general conception of normality, Specifically, however, nhat 

ars the characteristics of a normal person? 

Different answer# have been ̂ iven to this qpmtioxu For 

mrnpX«» Allport has listed three trait® vhleh lie believes 

are possessed fey all well-adjusted individuals t extension of 

the self, aslf-objectification resulting in a seas# of humor, 

and a philosophy of life (1, p, 213). Polatin has given four 

characterist ics of a normal personality* free of symptoms, 

wohaiapered by mental conflict#* satisfactory working capacity, 

and the ability to love sctaeone else (16, p* 14). 

Edward Shoben believes that the model of integrative 

adjustment is characterised by «self-control, personal 

responsibility, social responsibility, democratic social 

interest, and ideals # * •* (l£, p# 135 )• 

Jourard (13), Scott (17), and Tindall (20) alsc give 

descriptions of the normal personality# 

Bonney has made a study of the normal personality. The 

highly normal individuals he studied were characterised by* 

interpersonal attractiveness to other students as friends, 



forthrightnass and honesty of ©oiaaunicatian with otbmm§ 

capacity for self-assertion and for aggressive response 

against effort® to dominate or redact thaa, and strong aatl« 

mtlom to maintain Mlf̂ aHtoBetsp and to actualiee their 

potentials (5 )• 

A study by Heilhrun contracted personality differences 

between adjusted and aaladjusted college students (12.). The 

Qough Adjective Check M.st and the judgment of psychologist 

t»re u&ed as criteria* Besults of the ctudy Conrad that the 

groups diffarod significantly on a auaber of factors* 

Obviously not all noxroal individuals are alike* While 

they have mmm trait® is coubqh* they also vary tremendously. 

While individual# aaqprlane* a process of. socialisation 

aiuilar la many respects, they also experience a process 

wbioh is -my unicpe* 

Learning theory aays that socialisation is a learning 

process. According to this theory, all behavior is learned 

in accordance with certain principles* The type of personality 

as individual develop® Mill depend upon utiat h® ie«ras« Zn 

turn, vtufe he learn® will be determined to a degree by the 

type of culture of which he la a part* Thus* normality will 

differ from one culture or society to another f 2}# 

Martin and Steadier state the problem involved in the 

formulation of a basic personality in a coinplex aociety* 

The goals of socialisation are not concepts agreed upon* 



It is difficult in a society a® complex as ours to 
describe a set of goals of socialisation which are ac-
cepted by all segjaenfcs of the population « , • , a 
number of social scientists have considered the question 
of "the American character,* or basic personality, On 
the basis of these studies, we can make some tentative 
statements about the kind of adult the American child is 
expected to become. These goals of socialisation apply, 
of course, only to a "typical" American# In kind, degree, 
and number, goals vary from person to person, from gretip 
to sroup, We cannot asswne tliat any particular adult, 
or any particular sub-group of adults, accepts these 
goals, or that all who accept thorn do so to the same 
degree and define the behavior that satisfies them in 
tho same way (IS, p, 176}# 

The Nature of the Problem 

The problem to be dealt with in this present study grows 

out of learning theory. According to this theory, all befeavior 

is learned. As the individual interacts with hie environment, 

behavior results in accordance with certain principles. Diff-

erent individuals interacting with different environments pro-

duce difference behavior. However, many times different indi-

viduals interact with a relatively similar environment to pro-

duce similar behavior. Thus, tliroû i this interaction similar 

and different personality traits emerge. 

Religious groups, when compared with the larger social 

order, display certain peculiarities. These groups aaintaia 

thensslves as ethnic or religious islands and socialise their 

children in ways quite different from the socialisation of the 

majority group. The Amish illustrate some of the ways in 

which a subcultural group passes on its own way of life to its 

children# The toish maintain their own identity and resist 

encroachment of cultural group values (15, p, 342), 



The nature of the problem to b© dealt with in this 

present study Involves the religious personality* Specifi-

cally it involves the question as to the personality simi-

larities and differences of students fro® a religious 

college and students from a state college# 

The problem was first suggested by Merl B, Bonney who 

did a descriptive study of the normal personality at North 

Texas State University ($}, In this study he selected a 

group of highly normal individuals and a group of below nor-

mal individuals. He then compared them on a variety of 

personality measurements. 

In this present study a similar procedure was followed 

at a religious college, A group of highly normal individuals 

and a group of below normal individuals was selected* However, 

instead of comparing these groups with each other, they were 

compared with their corresponding group at North Texas State 

University, In this way, the personality differences and 

similarities between select groups of students at a religious 

college and a state college as determined by certain measure-

ments eiserged* 

On the basis of prior research it is evident that the 

religious individual varies from the general population along 

certain personality dimensions, A general survey of this 

research will now be given in order to supply this present 

study with some perspective. 



5 
Related Literature 

Prior research has shown the religious person to differ 

from the non-religious. For instance, Gregory in hie study 

shewed that the religious personality rated high on the Cali-

fornia f Scale for Authoritarianism (11), In another study 

high and low authoritarians (as determined by the California 

f Scale) rated pictures of strangers on personality traits 

and subsequently rated themselves on the same traits. High 

authoritarians exhibited fear, suspicion, and moralistic con-

demnation of the strangers. Meanwhile they glorified their 

own virtue and ability ( 9 ) . 

Batoatn and Jensen have concluded that persons with ex-

tensive religious training tend to express less anger towards 

the environment and are more apt to turn it upon themselves 

O). 

Religiou* students tend to be more anti-eemetic than non-

religious ones, A questionnaire designed to measure prejudice 

toward Catholics, Protestants, and Jmm m m given to 125 under-

graduates half of whom belonged to religious clubs. The re-

sults showed that students who belong to religious clubs are 

more aati-seisetic than students -who do not belong to such 

clubs (4)* 

Syaington has concluded that religious beliefs are nega-

tively correlated with intelligence (19), 

According to Cattell and Stice a conscientious person, 

in contrast to a casual one, views himself as correct in, and 

a guardian of, manners and morals (7, p# 13K 
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Cattell and Stlee also found priests to be more simple and 

unpretentious than sophisticated and polished, more confident 

and self-secure than timid and Insecure, more conservative 

than radical (7# p» 17)• 

3reg$r found the religious persons he studied war© con-

forming and 050 defensive while the non-religious parsons 

were raore independent (10). Martin and Nichols gave this (14) 

summary of their findings concerning the religious persons 

In general, then, we receive a generally negative 
picture of the religious believer* He is a conventional, 
conforming person to whom being socially acceptable means 
& great deal* He is rigid, prejudiced, unintelligent, 
suapiciou/s, and generally pessimistic. Surprisingly the 
religious men seem to be riore aasculine than the irre-
ligious, 

Sunday School attendance and religious affiliation have 

not been fotmd significant factors in predicting social 

acceptability. Caves {£) found that sociooetric data obtained 

froaa the six grades of an elementary school failed to differ-

entiate the Sunday School student from the absentee, Bonney 

found that in twelve elementary school classes and among 1100 

students at North Texas State University church affiliation 

m e not correlated vith social acceptability. His conclusions 

Until contrary evidence is available, teachers and 
counselors had best as suae that all of our la&ior religious 
organisations, in spite of their differences la doctrine 
and practice, ars turning out very nuch the sase caliber 

p. 376). 



Hypotheses 

In light of the previous and related knowledge in the 

general field of the religious personality, the following 

hypotheses are submitted* They refer equally to the com* 

parison between the highly normal groups and the below 

normal groups* 

On a Sixteen Personality Factor test there will be a 

significant difference between the two populations on five 

of the sixteen factors measured. It is predicted thatt 

The NTSU students will be more assertive while the DBI 

students will be more humble. 

The NTSU students will be more happy-go-lucky while the 

DBI students will be more sober. 

The NTSU students will be more expedient while the DBI 

students will'be more conscientious* 

The NTSU students will be more experimenting while the 

DBI students will be more conservative* 

The NTSU students will be more casual while the DBI students 

will be more controlled* 

On a Child Development Scale it is predicted that the 

DBI students will be significantly more dominating in their 

child rearing attitudes than will be the NTSU students* 

On the basis of a Personal Data Questionnaire it is pre-

dicted that significantly more DBI students than NTSU students 

will admire a minister and report religious teaching as being 

a primary motivating force in their lives* 
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CHAPTER II 

PROCEDURE AW MEASUREMENTS 

In the present chapter two subjects will be discussed: 

(a) selection of subjects; (b) and instruments of measure-

ment. 

Selection of Subjects 

The subjects for this present study were selected from 

the student bodies at North Texas State University and Dallas 

Bible Institute. Horth Texas State University is a state 

supported school of approximately 10,000 students, located 

in Denton, Texas. It has an extensive undergraduate program 

of studies and graduate divisions in some departments* 

Dallas Bible Institute is a private religious school of 

approximately 175 students, located in Dallas, Texas* It is 

strictly an undergraduate institution offering only a Bible 

major* It in denominationally unaffiliated* 

The procedure for selecting the subjects for this study 

was the same in both schools. It consisted of the procedure 

suggested by Bonney (1, pp. 257-256} in which students rate 

their classmates# 

At Horth Texas State University the subjects were 

selected from students in psychology classes on the sophomore, 

10 
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junior, and senior 1W«1I» At JtolXfts Bible Institute the 

subjects were selected fVoia the eighty-one students who were 

taking At least twelve credit hours in the day school. 

At both school* a list of the students from which the 

subjects were to be selected was prepared# Each student was 

given a copy of this list along with a sheet of instructions 

ftad a rating scale. The appendix contains a replies of the 

instructions and rating scale used. 

The students nero asked to rate on the.rating scale those 

itudeet# itiiost they Jmew fairly well* They i m to rate them 

** to their normality on the basis of the criterion given in 

the instruction sheet. The instruction sheet mentioned five 

general characteristics of the normal personality* 

A student*@ final standing was determined by calculating 

the frequency of his above normal and below normal ratings 

awl then subtracting them. From the data obtained in the 

rating procedure two groups were selected Aran each school, 

0a© group consisted of twenty-five above noraal individuals 

and the ether group consisted of twenty-five below normal 

individuals. These groupings composed the upper and lower 

twelve per e«t of the tested population at North Teas State 

University and the upper and lower thirty per cent of the 

tested population at Baling Bible Institute* 

The twenty-five students who were considered above 

average la normality were those who received the Most student 

nominations. Conversely* the twenty-five students who were 

considered below average in normality were those tiio received 



mm* 

the least number of student naoinationa* Th® groups were 

mil differentiated froa ©aeh others The Dallas Bible Insti-

tute group of above nomal individuals received a total of 

55# nomination# vhila the below nonoal gromp received almas 

a&aety-six aoainatioaa# This means that « the average ©ach 

one in the high group received twenty-two nominations while 

each <m© la the lo*r group received sinus four suxainwtioiui* 

The nost nominations received by any cm© individual was forty-

one *hile the least nomination* received by cn?£f»<i mt mimm 

tVQKlty* 

Instruments of Moassrensnb 

The following three instruments of were used I 

(•> the XMtiMMiiX fSSte Q u e s t ! , ( b ) the 

Child Development Scale; and | c ) the Psrsoual Data Question-

naire* 

The gjtetoBWI FfCT^fcf gftgfoC w w developed 

by Rayiaond B« Cattail and GO. en F, Stice# It consists of 1&7 

questions to which the testeo responds• According to the hand-

book nhieh explains the teat: 

The 16 P# ?* is the psychologists answer, in the 
oaeatioaaaire realm, to the dowse for a teat giving 
dullest information la the shortest tim about most per-
sonality traits« It is not merely concerned with some 
narrow concept of aeuroticisso or or some 
special kind of ability, but set® out to cover planfully 
aid precisely all the taaln dimension© along which people 
can. differ, according to basic factor analytic research. 
The present questloanair© meets a long-standing dsaaad 
(2* pp# 3*̂5l|% 
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The Child Development Seal® consists of thirty items 

take® from the Parent Attitude Survey devised by £• 

Shoben, Jr. (3# pp. 103-149). The original scale contained 

eighty-five items, seventy-five of which were arranged into 

three subsealess the Dominating (D) Seal©, the Possessive |P) 

Scale„ and the I®Koring (I) Scale. 

The thirty items of the abridged scale used in the 

present study contained an equal number of each of these 

types of statement® (ten of each). The subject was asked 

to rate each item of the Child Development Scale on a five 

point scale ranging from "strongly agree" to "strongly 

disagree." The Child Development Scale is reproduced in the 

appendix of this thesis. 

The Personal Data Questionnaire was constructed by Merl 

E. Bonney. It contains questions of a personal nature about 

the subject. The information provided in this questionnaire 

is used to shed further information on the subject of this 

prmemt study. The appendix contains a copy of the Personal 

Data Questionnaire* 
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CHAPTER III 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The present study was undertaken to determine in what 

ways students at Dallas Bible Institute (DBI) and North Texas 

State University (NTSU) were similar and different as measured 

by certain personality dimensions# The students from the two 

schools were above normal and below normal individuals who were 

put into these categories on the basis of student nominations. 

Three instruments were used in comparing these populations: 

Cattellfs Sixteen Personality Factor Questionnaire (16 P. F« 

Test); Child Development Scale (CDS); and Personal Data 

Questionnaire (PDQ). This chapter will present the results 

of these comparisons. 

Results with Cattail*s 16 PF Test 

Cattail*s 16 P. F* Test contains the following sixteen 

factors which are scored along a ten point scale from one 

extreme to the others 

Reserved—'-Out go ing 

Lea® Intelligent—More Intelligent 

Affected by Feelings—-Emotionally Stable 

Humble-—Assertive 

Sober—-Happy Go Lucky 

Expedient—-Conscientious 

15 
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Shy—Venturesome 

Tough Minded—-Tender Minded 

Trust ing—Sus pic ious 

Practical—-Imaginative 

Forthright"—Shrewd 

Placid—.Apprehensive 

Conservative—Experimenting 

Group Dependant—Self Sufficient 

Casual—Controlled 

Relaxed—Tenae 

k comparison of the two populations at the respective 

levels was made on the basis of the group means tested by 

level of significance* With the present data the f Teat which 

produced 12,29 was significant at the ,001 level, 7*20 was 

significant at the ,01 level, and 4,04 was significant at the 

,05 level. The degrees of freedom were one and forty-nine. 

Factors Showing No Significant Differences for High Group® 

The comparison of the highly normal individuals from the 

two schools on the 16 P, F, Test showed that they did not differ 

significantly on ten of the sixteen factors on the test. 

These factors were: 

Less Intelligent-—More Intelligent 

Affected by Fee ling s—Emotionally Stable 

Shy-—fenturesoae 

Tough Minded Tender Winded 



X? 

Trust lug-auspicious 

Practical—Imaginative 

Forthright Shrewd 

Placid----Apprehensive 

Group Dependent---Self Sufficient 

Relaxed Tense 

the statistics for the comparison of the high# on 

similar personality traits are presented in Table I. 

TABLE I 

SIMLA! PERSONALITX TRAITS OF HIGHS AS MEASURED EX 16 Pf TEST 

Factor 

Less Intelligent 
More Intelligent 

Affected by Feelings 
Emotionally Stable 

Shy 
fenturesoraa 

Tough Minded 
Tender Minded 

Trusting 
Suspicious 

Practical 
Imaginative 

Forthright 
Shrewd 

Placid 
Apprehensive 

Group Dependent 
Self Sufficient 

Relaxed 
Tense 

M m r Standard Deviation F Test 
NTSU i MTSU j DBI 

3*80 8,16 1.7204 2.1650 1.2709 

14 .60 16.64 3.6441 4.2226 3.2104 

15.28 14.76 3.9751 4*9175 .1623 

12.24 10*56 2.7753 3.4418 3.4650 

7 . 6 8 7 . 6 0 3.1460 3*3105 .0073 

13.00 i i . e s 4.1761 3*2658 1.0711 

10.68 10.44 2.73^1 3.1759 .0786 

9.96 I &> 2.9186 4.0111 1 2.1362 

9.56- LI. 04 4.0504 3*1934 1.9759 

WsSZ 1.8420 3«3&39 
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On the basis of the P Test there is hardly any difference 

between the highly normal individuals from the two schools on 

three of the ten factors in which there is not significant 

difference# These factors are shy—venturesome, trusting-— 

suspicious, and forthright-—shrewd. 

C&ttell and Stice discuss in detail the sixteen factors 

measured by the 16 P. F. Test. The following explanation of 

these factors will be taken entirely from the Handbook for the 

Sixteen Personality Factor Questionnaire (1, pp. 11-19). 

The shy individual is withdrawn, retiring in face of the 

opposite sex, aloof, cold, self-contained, apt to be embittered, 

restrained, conscientious, careful, considerate, and quick to 

see dangers. The venturesome person, on the other hand, is 

thick skinned, active, responsive, genial, friendly, impulsive, 

frivolous, emotionally and artistically interested, carefree, 

and does not see danger signals. 

Presumably this shy—-venturesome factor is a very 

important one in distinguishing suitability for those occu-

pations demanding ability to face wear and teitr in dealing with 

people and gruelling situations. On this basis it might be 

expected that students from a religious school would be more 

venturesome than students from a state school since their 

future vocations tend to provide more dealing with people. 

However, this was not the case. 

The trusting-—suspicious factor did not discriminate 

between the religious and secular students under consideration. 
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The trusting individual is accepting, outgoing, ©jvm$ ready 

to take a chance, understanding and permissive, tolerant, 

soft •'heart ad, composed and cheerful. The suspicious person 

can be characterised as jealous, self-sufficient, suspicious, 

withdratm, brooding, tyrannical, hard, and irritable* 

The fortkright~~shr©̂ a. factor is associated with gener-

alised naatal alartnesa, health and efficiency* The forth-

right person is socially clu»sy and natural, vague and senti~ 

mentally abided, • warm* gregariow, spontaneous, unskilled in 

analysing motives, content with what comes* trusts in accepted 

values, and has simple tastes. The shrewd pmmm. is polished, 

socially alert, exact, calculating, aloof, emotionally disci-

plined, esthetically fastidious, insightful regarding self, 

ambitious, and ê wiieefc# 

Occupational^, the highest group® in ahrsndsess are 

ttoe-study engineers, scientists, and pilots; the highest 

groups in forthrigfctness are priests, nurses, psychiatric 

technicians, cooks, and convicts. The fact that priests are 

more forthright than average might suggest a similar trait 

anong religious students. This m s not the case is the com-

parison of the two high groups, however. 

The following factors approached a significant difference 

between the highs but fell just short of the 4«04 required 

for an .05 level of significance? affected by feelings— 

emotionally stable at 3.3104; tough minded—tender minded at 

3.465®! smi. relaxed—tense at 3,3639# 
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The "affected by stable" factor is 

cm© of dynamic integration sad oaturity as opposed to general 

aaotiojiaiity# A person who is affected by his feelings is 

dissatisfied emotionally, inanature, unstable, lacking in 

frustration tolerance, changeable in attitudes, sharing gen— 

eral eact ionality, evasive cm awkward iMuos and in personal 

decisions, neurotically fatigued, and lurrying. The emotion-

ally stable person, cm tho other hand, is emotionally stature, 

calm, phlegmatic, realistic about life, placid, has ©g© 

strength and little neurotic fatigue,, 

The emotionally stable factor is what the psychoanalysts 

«r© attempting to describe by tho notion of ego strength# The 

DBI highs as a group scored higher on this ©go strength factor 

than did the HTSU highs as a group but it was not significantly 

tiller* 

While no significant difference was found between the 

highs of the two schools, the M S highs were more tough minded 

while the HfSf students were more tender minded# The tender 

minded individual is sensitive, effesaiaat©, demanding, impa-

tient, subjective, dependent, kindly, gentle, affected, hypo-

chondriacal, and anxious. The tough minded person is realistic, 

hard, salf-sufficient, 3xpect3 little, relies on self, takes 

responsibility, acts on practical logical evidence, unaware of 

physical disabilities, and has to artistic responses though 

not lacking in taste* 
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While they did not differ significantly, the OBI high 

students were sore relaxed with the IITSU hij$i students 

were more tense# The relaxed—tense factor involves being 

irrationally worried, tense, irritable, anxious said in 

turmoil* The relaxed individual has low ergic tension, is 

phlegmatic and composed, The tense person has higja ergic 

tension, is tense and excitable• Persona high in tension 

rarely achieve leadership and they take a poor view of the 

degree of ©romp unity, orderliness, and the existing 

leadership quality9 and receive few soeiotelic votes# 

Factors .mowing Reliable Differences far BighGroup® 

The highly normal students when compared on the 15 P# F, 

Test showed a reliable difference on the following six traits: 

Reserved-—Outgoing 

Humble—-Assert i ve 

Sober—-Happy Go Lucky 

Expedient—Conscientious 

Conservative—-Experimenting 

Casual-—Controlled 

Of these six factors on which the highs showed a reliable 

difference, four of them were significantly different at the 

•001 level while the other two showed a difference at the 

•81 level# This is a high degree of difference between the 

two populations. Table II summarises these differences. 
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TABLE II 

DISSIMILAR PERSONALITY TRAITS OF HIGHS MEASURED Bt 16 PF TEST 

factor 

Reserved 
Outgoing 

Humble 
Assertive 

Sober 
Happy Go Lucky 

Expedient 
Conscientious 

Conservative 
Experimenting 

Casual 
Controlled 

ss 

13.00 

15.76 

17.35 

11.36 

9.72 

9.24 

9*12 

9.20 

13,04 

14.64 
; 7.60 
11*96 

3.1749 

4*1333 

3*5200 

1,5313 

2*6461 

3.1653 

2.5972 

4*3451 

3.2306 

2.7521 

2*5922 

2*2535 

21*4735*** 

23.3563*** 

19*619^*** 

14*5000*** 

7*3610** 

11.7534** 

**@ignlfleant at tne «01 i'evei 
•••Slanifleant at the ,001 level 

Significant at the *01 level, the NTSU highs were more 

outgoing while the DBI highs were more reserved* The outgoing 

person is typically good natured, easy going, ready to cooperate 

attentive to people* soft hearted, kindly, trustful, adaptable, 

warm hearted, and sociable, Reserved people tend to be 

aggr@ssiv@s ©rmsplng, critical, obstructive, cool, aloof, hard, 

precise, suspicious, rigid, and cold. Just why this difference 

between the highs obtained is not clear* 

In the humble—assertive factor the DBI hl#s were more 

humble while the NTSU hi#a were more assertive. This was 

significant at the ,001 level. This factor is the well-known 

one of dominance which has hem investigated by Kaslow, Allport, 

and others. 
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Til® humble person is submissive, dependent, kindly, 

soft-hearted, expressive, conventional, ©asily upset, 

self-suffielent and mild. Tit© assertive person is aggressive, 

competitive, independent minded, self-assured, hard, stem, 

solemn, unconventional, tough, attention getting and 

dominant* Whether the humility in this factor is the same as 

the Christian virtue may be questioned* However, if it is 

perhaps this best explains why the religious students were 

significantly more humble than the secular ones* 

Significant at the *001 level, the DBI students were 

more sober while the NTSU students were more' happy go lucky. 

The happy go lucky person is enthusiastic, talkative, cheer-

ful, serene, frank, expressive, quick and alert* The sober 

person is glum, serious, silent, introspective, depressed, 

concerned, brooding, incommunicative, smug, languid, and 

slow. 

Happy go lucky' individuals have generally had an 

' easier, less punishing, more optimism-creating environment, 

or they have a more happy go lucky attitude through less 

exacting aspirations* In either case it might be expected 

that a religiously directed student would be more sober than 

a non-religious person* 

The expedient—conscientious factor is characterised 

most by energy and persistence* Significant at the *001 

level, the Ml highs were more conscientious while the 
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m m highs were more expedient* To be conscientious is to 

be persevering, determined, responsible, emotionally 

mature, consistently ordered, attentive to people, persistent, 

and to have character or super-ego strength* To be expedient 

is to lack rigid internal standards, to be casual, unde-

fendable, quitting, fickle, frivolous, demanding, inpatient, 

relaxed, indolent, and obstructive# 

On the whole it would seem that this factor best depicts 

the regard for moral standards, the tendency to drive the ego 

and to restrain the id, which are most frequently regarded 

m marks of the super-ego. It is well know that religious 

people are super-ego controlled. It might be expected that 

the DBI highs would be more conscientious than the NTSU highs. 

The NTSU h%hs were more experimenting while the DBI 

highs were more conservative, significant at the .01 level. 

Experimenting persons tend to be radical, well-informed, 

inclined to experiment with problem solutions, and less 

inclined to moralise. The conservative theological position 

of the DBI highs might serve as a basis for expecting them 

to lean toward conservative trends. Priests have been shown 

to be more conservative and if generalisation is possible 

the religious student might be expected to be conservative. 

The highs differed significantly on the casual—con-

trolled factor at the .01 level. The NTSU highs were more 

casual while the DBI highs were more controlled. 
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The casual person is uncontrolled, lax# and has poor 

self-sentiment formation* -fine controlled person is strong 

in will p o w and has high self-sentiment formation* The 

controlled person shows socially approved character responses, 

self control, persistence, foresight, considerateness of 

others, and conscientiousness, It would fee expected that 

the religious student would be raore controlled in his 

attitude since religion provides standards, stores and 

external regulations# 

factors Shmim No Significant Djfftrftnc.es for Low Groups 

4 comparison of the below normal individuals from the 

two schools on the 16 P# F. Test revealed some similarities 

and some dissimilarities. The lows did not differ 

significantly on the following personality factors] 

Reserved-—-Outgo ing 

Less Intelligent——More Intelligent 

Affected by Feelings—Emotionally Stable 

Tough Minded-—Tend@r Minded 

Trusting—Suspicious 

Practi eal~~~Xmaginat ive 

Forthright-—-Shrewd 

Group Dependent—Self Sufficient 

Relaxed—-Tense 

The data for the factors showing no significant differ-

ences for the low groups are contained in Table III* 
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f able in 

SIMILAR PERSONALITY TRAITS Of LOWS AS MEASURED BT 16 PF TEST 

11J'Motor 1 '"'l • 1 c" ff^n IStSfirifl ftvfmtloii r T e s t 
HfSlj """""Pfiy""""" W j DBI . 

R^erveS" 
Outgoing 9.16 9.52 2.8800 3.3718 .1581 

Less Intelligent 
8.04 1.9895 

3.3718 

More Intelligent 8.04 7.00 1.9895 2.0199 ! hm2 
Affected by Peelings 

1.9895 2.0199 ! 

Emotionally Stable 15.28 13.52 3.9951 1»2633 J. 7936 
Tough Minded ' 

: 10.60 Tender Minded i.1.12 : 10.60 2.7902 2.9257 .3970 
Trusting . 

Suspic ious 8,00 6.24 3.4641 2*7463 »0?07 
Practical 

2*7463 

Imaginative 12.44 13.16 3.7850 2*6484 .5829 
Forthright • - • 

9.36 10.64 
. . . 

Shrewd 9 .36 10.64 3.0183 1.8521 , U1354 
Group Dependent i 

Self Sufficient 11.20 | 11.16 i 3.9496 3.6075 •0013 
Relaxed i 

3.9496 3.6075 •0013 

, Tens© 11*63. J M m j 3*jm, jL%m, 

The highs from the two school were similar on ten of 

of personality factors in the 16 P. P. Tost while the lows 

were similar on nine of t he factors. The highs differed 

from the lows in being similar on the shy~--«venturesome and 

plaeid—apprehensive factors. The lows were different 

on these factors. The lows differed from the highs in being 

s i m i l a r on t he reserved-—-outgoing factor. The highs d i f f e r e d 

on this factor# Why there should be such similarity within 

the high group but not within the low group and conversely 

i s not clear# The three factors are not significant 

in separating the highs from the lows of either school . 
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fetors Showing: Beliable Differences for Low Groups 

The below norsaal students trtien compared on the 16 P» F« 

Test showed a reliable difference on each of the following 

seven personality factors: 

Humble-—Assertive 

Sober—'-Happy Go Lucky 

Expedient-—Sonsc ient ious 

Shy-—V entwesorae 

Placid—Apprehensive 

Caaual—-Controlled 1 ; ' 

The data for this dissimilarity are found in Table IV. 

. TABLE If 

DISSIMILAR P1HS0MALITI TEAITS OF LOIS MBASUBBD BX 16 ff TEST 

Factor SMMWi 
^ ievlillolf 

: . . m m i... DBI ' 
fKSIe m t ̂  „ . 

Assertive 
Sober 

Happy Go Lucky 
Expedient 

Conscientious 
Shy 

Venturesome 
Placid • 

Apprehensive 
Conservative 

Experimenting 
Casual 

Controlled 

15.00 

16*66 

9.66 

9#24 

13*44 

13*40 

4.5343 

4.4346 

4.5141 

3.7671 

4.0405 

3*2372 

22,6139*** 

7.0015* 

10*7630** 

fKSIe m t ̂  „ . 
Assertive 

Sober 
Happy Go Lucky 

Expedient 
Conscientious 

Shy 
Venturesome 

Placid • 
Apprehensive 

Conservative 
Experimenting 

Casual 
Controlled 

13*96 

6*46 

10*40: 

9.44 

9 #66 

io. ao 

6*04 

11.46 

4.7200 

3*2263 

3.6673 

2,8576 

3.3072 

3.9699 

2.6904 

3.0999 

13*2356*** 

4*9061* 

6*4146* 

5,6167* 
W£gnifleant' at #3 rrrivi fa. ' * 

^•Significant at 
***S ijmif leant at 

the *01 level 
the *001 level 
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The DBX Iowa were as a group .more apprehensive 'while 

the NTSU lows as a group were more placid* This was 

significant at the #05 level which is not highly significant • 

It is interesting, however, because it night be expected 

that a religious individual would experience in greater degree 

the inner calm prof erred by Christianity. Perhaps the poorly 

chosen student in a religious school is more anxious about 

himself than one in a corresponding category in a state 

school. 

The placid individual is confident, secure, cheerful, 

resilient, tough, placid, expedient, scudely vigorous, and 

given to simple action* The apprehensive person is timid, 

insecure, depressed, worrying* anxious, sensitive, tender, 

easily upset, exacting, fussy, moody, lonely and brooding# 

Occupationally placid type individuals include pro-

fessional athletes, electricians, firemen, nurses, priefct, 

and salesmen# Apprehensive type individuals include senior 

clerks, writers, waitresses, and editorial workers* 

The low groups differed on the following factors at 

the *05 level of significance: the NTSU lows were more happy 

go lucky while the DBI lows were more sober; the NTSU lows 

were more experimenting while the DBI lows were more con-

servative; and the NTSU lows were more casual while the DBI 

lows were more controlled* 

Significant at the ,01 level, the NTSU lows were more 

expedient while the DBI lows were more conscientious* 



Significant at the ,001 level* the lows from KTSU were 

more assertive while the low# from DBI were more humble; the 

HTSU lows were more venture soon® ustiile the DBI lows were nor© 

the above factors in which the lows showed & difference 

were discussed more thoroughly in the consideration of the 

comparison between the high groups* It is evident that the 

comparison of the highs from both schools and the comparison 

of the lows from both schools revealed nearly identical 

similarities and differences* Both the highs and the lows 

were similar on the following factors from the 16 F# ?»5 

Less Intelligent---Mar# Intelligent 

Affected by Feeling s—-Emot ionally Stable 

Tough Minded——lender Minded 

Trusting--Suspicious 

Practical——Imaginative 

Forthright——Shrewd 

Group Dependent—-Self Sufficient 

Relaxed—Tense 

The highs and the lows when compared with their respective 

group both differed on the following factors from the 16 P* 7«t 

Humble——As sert i v© 

Sober-—Happy Qo Lucky 

Expedient Conscientious 

C onservat ive - —Experiment ing 

Casual—-Controlled 
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Results with the Child Development Seals 

The Child. Development Seal® consists of thirty state-

meats to iliieh til© student responds. It has ten statements 

for each of the three dimensions in the scale* These three 

dimensions are: possessive, dominating, and ignoring# 

The Child Development Scale revealed significant .... 

differences between the highs of the two colleges. Table Y 

reveals these differences. 

TABLE ? 

DISSIMILAR PERSGMALITX TRAITS MEASURED BT C1SU& DEYELOP# SC&1M 

actor ean 

Possessive" i «*» 
Dominating | 26,00 

"25W 
37. #4 
28.32 

gniricJoit̂ at level 
^^Significant at the *001 level 

o w 
4.163i 
k»m 

f j f 
4.0366 

,4,tmt 

T O B W " 
95-:-2175*** 

Significant at the .01 level, the DBI hi#s were more 

possessive than the HTSU highs. Significant at the .001 level, 

the DBI highs were more dominating and Ignoring than the NTSU 

highs* 

On the Child Development Scale a possessive student • 

would agree with an item like «*Babi@a are more fun for their 

parents than older children.* A student scoring high on the 

dominating scale would agree with such statement® a® BIt is 

wicked for a child to disobey his parents" or "A child should 
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alwjrs bdtt«rs whafc M s parents tell him,11' .4 sample item in 

the ignoring category is "Children should not interrupt admit 

conversation#" $e® the study by Wmm and Toahan (Zh 

it mm expected that the religious students would be 

more dofciinatiag is their attitudes than secular students* 

Prior studies give some basis for this* A religious, person 

«Ili©re§. to a. sore structured life than & non-religious person 

since he has an external standard to which to relate* It is 

a very authoritative standard. It is not surprising that 

this frazae of reference would tend to influence his attitudes 

about chiM rearing. 

The Child Development Scale revealed a significant 

difference between the below normal group#* Table ?I reveal* 

the results of the comparison between the low groups. 

TABLE VI 

COMPARISON OF LOWS OH CHILD S£?EL01Mff SCALE 

TfiST factor 

Possessive . 
Dominating £7*16 Bo# 52 

Mil P7 "*' 

.7688— 
57.5369*** 
3-U88 

att^e 

Ioi6? 
4,3200 

Significant at the .001 level, the DBI lows were more 

dominating in their child rearing attitudes than the RTSU 

lows. There m e no significant difference between the lows 

in the comparison of the possessive and ignoring traits# 
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It Is highly significant that the student# from the 

religious college in both the high and the low groups 

wore more dominating in their child rearing attitudes than 

war© the students fro® the state school* The difference 

in both comparisons was significant at the high level of *001, 

Results with the Personal Data Questionnaire 

The Personal Data Questionnaire revealed supplementary 

information about the two populations* The items contained 

in the questionnaire say be examined in the appendix where 

the complete format is given. Only part of the information 

obtained from the quest!onnaire will be discussed here* 

The items to be included in this sunsaary are the following; 

1. Are you married? 

2. How many children were there in your family, counting 
yourselx? 

3. In reference to your parents, are they divorced? 

4# In reference to the person or person idiom you have 
most admired, looked-up-to, or tried to emulate in 
some way check as many of the items below as you 
believe apply to yous 

A priest or minister 

A college teacher 

5. In reference to church or other kinds of religious 
influences, during childhood and high school years 
did you attend Sunday School or some other kind of 
religious service once a week or nearly sot 

6* While you were growing up was your mother quite active 
in church affairs? 

7. While you were growing up was your father quite active 
in church affairs? 
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8, As you look, at the chief sources of aotlvatlon in 
your life do you rate the following as being very 
important? 

a* Desire to live up to religious teaching 

b. Desire to render some kind of service to 
help other people 

Gm Desire to know things just for the sake of 

knowing 

d, Desire for a college degree 

e, Desire for good financial security 

Results with the High Groups 

The first comparison to be ciade utth the results of 

the information obtained from the Personal Data Questions 

will be with the high groups. Table VII contains the data* 

TABLE VII 

COMPARISON Of KTSU AND DBI HIGHS ON PERSONAL DATA QUESTIONS 

W f «W." 

Question 

IV'^r® ybu ifearrl!̂ !̂  
2* Children in family? 
3» Are parents divoroed? 
4# Person most admired? 

A priest or minister 
A .college teacher 

5# Attend church weekly? 
6, Mother active in church? 
?• Father active in church? 

Sources of motivation? 
Pleas© parent® 
Live up to religion 

g S C M 
5 

3,20 

14 
9 
21 
17 
13 

19 
25 
JsSL 

Standard 
IsitoMoa 

T test 

2,64 
1 

4 
15 
22 
12 

15 
$ 

j a 

•ON 
.139 
,135 

•131 
.133 
.,111 

#946«* 
•1,69$ 

*407 
1.432 
1,432 

1,212 
5#075«** 
aZUifeSfiflf i.i !• 

Significant at the 
••Significant at the 
•••Significant at the 

4,05 level 
,01 level 
.001 level 
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Those coaprising the NT3U highs war© nine naXes and 

sixteen females. At OBI the highs were uade up, at ten nales 

axid fifteen feaales. • Six of tho NT3U highs were married; 

five of the DBI highs were laorried. The NT3U highs came from 

families with an average of 2#64 children; the DBI higfcs 

ease froa families with an average of 3#2 children* Only one 

ST8U high had divorced parents; thres BBI highs had divorced 

parents. 

Significant- at the #01 level, more BBI high* than HTSU 

highs admired a minister. This would be expected since 

religiom students would sore likely identify with 'a reli- ' 

gous figure. More IHTSU highs than DBI highs said they ad-

iaired a college teacher, but this was not statistically 

significant. The t Test had to produce 2*060 to be signifi-

cant at .05 level, 2,787 to he significant at .001 level* 

Surprisingly more HTSU hisfra attended religious services 

regularly while growing up than did the DBI hi#s# The com-

parison was twenty-two to twenty-one. Both parents of the 

DBI highs were laore active in church affaire as they were 

growing up than the parents of the NT3U highs. This was not 

statistically significant. 

Nineteen DBI highs consider^ the desire to please 

parents highly motivating while fifteen HTSU highs did. 
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Significant at the »05 level, twenty-one OBI highs were highly 

isotivated to serve others while thirteen NTSU hi^is said that 

they were* This would be in keeping with the hisnanitarian 

aspects of religion, 

Results with the low Groups 

The between the below normal iMiviJtwl# froia 

the two college# on the Personal Data tostiojagaair^ revealed 

sm% leant differences* The results of this ©crapirisoa 

•re found ia Table VIII, 

TABLE Till 

COMPARISON OF HT3U ASD OBI L O W 01 PER30HAL ©AtA QUESTIONS 

2* 

5* 
6* 

1: 

Question 

X*55ns 
3eiriatioii 

j m married? 
Children in faially? 
Are parent* divorced7 
Person sost adnired? 
A pri.gst or stftftliFtesr 
A college teacher 
Attend church weekly? 
Hotelier active la church? 
Father active in church? 
Chief sources of 
motivation? 

X»iv® mp t o religion 
Desire for knowledge 
Attain eellefte degree 

M f e r fffc .OS iWel 
^Significant at the *01 level 

***<3ignifieant at the #001 level 

.139 

.141 
•140 
,140 

T test 

M62*** 
.291 

H,612 
,*57? 
t.410 

^29$**# 
2»&30** 
.279* 

2.279* 
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Those making up the if SO Iowa were twenty-one salts 

and four females# The DBI lows comprised ten mules and 

fifteen females. Only on® of the DBI lows was married while 

six of the NTSU lows were married* The NTSU lows came from 

families with an average of 2#25 children* The DBI low® 

came from families with an average of 4*75 children. There 

were four lows from each school who came from homes of 

divorced parents. 

Significant at the *001 level, more DBI lows than I1TSU 

Iowa admired a minister# Ten of the DBI lows said they 

admired a college teacher while nine of the NTSU lows said 

the same* This was not significant statistically* Twenty-

one of the DBI highs said they attended religious, services 

weekly while growing up whereas sixteen from the NTSU lows 

did the same* This fell short of significance* Both 

parents of the NTSU lows were more active in church affairs 

a® the lows were growing up than were the parents of the 

DBI lows* This, however, was not a reliable difference* 

The motivating forces of the lows were quite different. 

Significant at the *001 level, twenty-two DBI lows'considered 

religion higjbly motivating while only seven NTSU lows thought 

so* At the *01 level of significance, seventeen of the NTSU 

lows desired to know things just for the satisfaction of 

knowing whereas only seven of the DBI lows felt this way* 

Significant at the *05 level, fifteen NTSU lows and seven 

DBI lows wanted a college degree and financial security* 
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CHAPTER I? 

SUHfARX MO CONCLUSIONS 

Prior research has shown that the religious individual 

is different fro® the general population along certain 

personality dimensions* The religious person ie more con-

forming, ego defensive, rigid, prejudiced, suspicious, 

and generally pessimistic. 

The question involved in this present study concerned 

the religious personality# Specifically, this study was 

conducted to determine in what ways students at Dallas 

Bible Institute and North Texas State University are 

similar and dissimilar* 

In order to answer this question students were chosen, 

from the two colleges* The students were put into two 

categories on the basis of student nominations* At Dallas 

Bible Institute twenty-five students were put into the 

category of below normal in personality and twenty-five 

students were put into the category of above normal in 

personality* The same was done at North Texas State 

University, 

After these groups were formed, the below normal students 

at Dallas Bible Institute were compared with the below 

normal students at North Texas State University* The above 

36 
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normal students at Dallas Bible Institute were compared 

with, tli© above normal students at North Texas Stat® 

University# 

The three personality measurements used in making 

the above comparisons were} the Sixteen Personality Factor 

Questionnaire% the Child Development Scale* and the 

Personal Data Questionnaire. The comparison on the 

16 P. F. Test and the Child Development Scale was made 

on the basis of group means tested by the F Test m to 

level of significance# The comparison! on the Personal 

Data Questionnaire was made on the basis of proportions 

tested by the t Test as to level of significance* 

On the basis of prior and related research certain 

hypotheses were formed. In relation to the 16 P. F, Test 
h ' 

it was predicted that the DBI students would as a group 

be more humble, sober, conscientious, conservative, and 

controlled. It was predicted that the NTSU students would 

be store assertive, happy go lucky, expedient, experimenting, 

and casual. These hypotheses involved the comparison of 

both groups and they were confirmed. 

In reference to the Child Development Scale it was 

predicted that the DBI students would be more dominating 

than the NTSU students, both in the high and low groups, 

and this prediction was confirmed. 

In reference to the Personal Data Questionnaire it 
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was predicted that the DBI students would to a greater 

degree than NT3U students report that a minister was most 

admired in their lives and that religious teaching was 

a very important motivation in their lives# These predictions 

proved accurate, 

There were other differences between the groups besides 

the predicted ones* The 16 P, P. Test revealed that the 

DBI highs were more reserved while the NTSU highs were more 

outgoing. The DBI lows were more shy and apprehensive while 

the MTSU lows w w more venturesome and placid* The 

differences were confirmed as being significant. The 

Child Development Scale revealed that the DBI highs were 

not only more dominating than the NTSU hi#s but they were 

also significantly more possessive and ignoring • This 

difference was at a high level of significance. 

In addition to the predicted differences on the Per-

sonal Data Questionnaire others were obtained# Significantly 

sore DBI highs than HTSU highs felt the desire to perform 

some service to help others was highly motivating. More 

NTSU lows than DBI lows felt that knowledge, a college 

degree, and financial security were important motivating 

farces# 

It is evident from the above summary that normality 

is a very relative consideration and in all ease® must be 

judged on the cultural, sub-cultural, and group levels. 
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What is norm! in one group m y be abnormal in another, 

Hl&fcly mx*ml individuals from two contrasted college® 

are both siailar end unique* They ore similar in aany per-

sonality factors. This gives socio basis for believing that 

highly normal individuals possess a £cnoral personality 

gy»aroiu* However, aormel individuals are unique i& isasy 

ways to their difjfareatiateci bacJqpwuada* 

The ways in which the stud ante at DBI differ from the 

student*; at NTSU are true to expectations* These differences 

uak© up the uniqueness of the two groups as a i&ole* 

. Sosie interesting questions are raised by this study* 

Bo stud ants .go to a religious school be cause they have certain 

personality traits or do they acquire thorn as the reeult of 

their affiliation *<#ith. the religious school? Perhaps both 

possibilities are true to a degree* Another question to. 

ponder is whether a religious population attending a state 

university wuld differ si^ificantly from students at a 

religious school* 

A YCiif crucial question is whether the religious «ti®i«fe» 

studied in this present research have the traits which will 

en&blfc thm to function officiently in the vocation to t&ich 

they feel oallod, Ic tho type religious student pictured in 

this study the type individual •who in best equipped to handle 

the discipline of religious w k ? Ultimately the answer to 

this question is m value Jud©se&t* Howeverg it could be 

tested on this basis* 
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To suiaraariae, this study depicts the student at DBI an 

being humble, sober, conscientious, conservative, controlled, 

dominating, identifying nitfa a religious leader* finding 

religion highly motivating. The NT3U student, on the other 

hand, mm assertive, happy 30 lucky, «jjedie©t# 

casual, and easy going# These factors differentiate the above 

normal and beloir normal student at DBI trm the above nonaal 

nad belotr norroal student at NTSU utien, measured by the tnsfert*-

asents u&®& in this present study* 



APPENDIX I 

RATING SCALE INSTRUCTIONS 

Xou are being asked to help la developing a method for 

studying psychologically healthy people. Moat people we 

know are psychologically healthy. We call such people normal* 

well-adjusted, or mature. All these words mean essentially 

the sane thing. We also know that people vary with respect to 

how healthy they are psychologically. Most of us fall within 

the average or typical range of health. Some of us are above 

average in psychological health and some ar® below average# 

Our present interest is in learning to what extent people 

agree on the level of psychological health of people they 

know fairly well, When we think of hour healthy a particular 

person is, we generally have in aind certain kinds of infor-

mation, For example, a person with high psychological 

health is one who (a) typically is energetic and characterised 

by feelings of well-being or happiness# (b) typically 

makes friends easily, enjoys the company of others9 and is 

well liked by most others, (c) typically has goals and 

works efficiently toward achieving those goals, (d) 

typically is not unduly critical of others nor of self, and 

(©} typically guides his or her behavior by sound judgment, 

is able to make constructive decisions and to act upon 

these decisions, 
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It seems cicar that all of these utatenents would be 

essentially true of someone with a high degree of psychological 

health# To a lesser degree they would be true of a person 

with about average psychological health and to an even 

smaller degree of persons with below average health* 

On a separate page given you thero are five copies of 

a seven-point acale of psychological health ranging from 

exceptionally high to exceptionally low. You are asked to 

look at the list of names given to you and to select the 

names of five parson whom you are to rate on the scales 

given on the separate page* It will be best for this study 

if you will choose persons whom you know mite well regardless 

m assk sm nMk $&m* 

also help if you will choose person whom you would rate at 

widely varying points on the scale continum. If you cannot 

select five, please rate less than this number* even if it 

is only one or two, 

lou need not sign your naioe. You are to make a check (X) 

on the short line below the number on the scale which best 

describes your over-all assessment of each person you rate. 

The value of these data will depend on how candid and realistic 

each rater can be* In no instance can these ratings either 

help or injure any student» This study is being conducted for 

research purposes only and consequently the results will 

not be made known to any individual, except eventually as 

a group summary report# 



APPENDIX II 

RATING SCALES ' 

X* Name of person being rated 

6ne of Veil Selow Average Above 'Veil Vae of 
Few Below Average Average Above The Few 
Poorest ifsrage Average Best 

2« Name of person being rated 
1 I j i ~~T~ T~ — 

One of WL1 &elc»r Average Above Well ' One of 
Few Below Average Average Above The Few 
Poorest Average Average Best 

3# Name of peraon being rated 

6ne of Veil 'Below Average AWve Veil ^One 
Few Below Average Average Above The F m 
Poorest Average Average Best 

4* Name of per eon being rated 

6na of' 'Veil/ *Below 1 'Vverag® ibove'' V e l ^ ' 
Few Below Average Average Above The Few 
Poorest Average Average Beat 

5«- Name of person being rated 

due of Well ' Velow Vverage Above 
Few * . i Bslow Average Average Above the Few 
Poorest Average - Average Best 
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APPSMBiX III 

CHILD DEYBLOPKEKT SCALE 

sectionsl Please cheek (x) one ox' the listed alternatives 
under each item. Check only one* Tou will notice that the 
listed alternatives do not follow a consistent sequence* 
There are no right or wrong answers, so answer according 
to your own convictions* 

1, Independent and mature children , Strongly Agree 
are less lovable than those 
children whs obviously want 
need their parents. 

and 

2* Parents should sacrifice every-
thing for their children. 

3* A child should have strict 
discipline in order to develop 
a fine, strong* character# 

4* Children should not be punished 
for doing anything they have 
seen their parents do* 

5* A Child should seen and 
not heard* 

6* The most important con-
• sideration in planning the 

activities of the home should 
be the needs and interests of 
the child* 

Mildly Agree 
Uncertain 
Strongly Disagree^ 
Mildly Disagree ^ 

Strongly Agree 
Mildly Disagree „ 
Strongly Disagree. 
Uncertain 
Mildly Agree 

Uncertain 
Strongly Disagree^ 
Mildly Disagree „ 
Strongly Agree 
Mildly Agree 

Strongly Disagree 
Uncertain 
Mildly Agree 
Mildly"Disagree 
Strongly Agree 

Mildly Disagree 
Strongly Agree 
Mildly Agree 
Uncertain 
Strongly Disagree 

Strongly Disagree, 
Uncertain 
Mildly Agree 
Strongly Agree 
Mildly Disagree 
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7. The weaning o£ the child iTroa 
its emotional ties to the 
parents begins at birth# 

S« Babies are more ftsa for 
parents than are older 
children* 

9* Children should be allowed 
to oake only minor 
decisions for themselves* 

10, Strict discipline weakens a 
child's personality. 

11, Children should be allowed 
to play with any youngsters 
they like* 

12, Parents are generally too 
busy to answer all of a 
child's questions. 

13* Warn they can't have their 
own way, children usually 
try to bargain or reason 
viththeir parents. 

14. Quiet children are nuch 
nicer than little 
chatter-boxes. 

Uncertain 
Mildly Agree 
Strongly Disagree 
Mildly Disagree 
Strongly Agree 

I-;iidly disagree _ 
Strongly Agree 
Mildly Agree 
Uncertain 
Strongly Disagree. 

Strongly Disagree 
Uncertain 
Mildly Agree 
Strongly Agree 
Mildly Disagree 

Uncertain 
Strongly Agree 
Mildly Agree 
Mildly Disagree „ 
Strongly Disagree.. 

Mildly Disagree „ 
Strongly Disagree, 
Uncertain 
Mildly Agree 
Strongly Agree 

Mildly Agree 
Uncertain 
Strongly Disagree, 
Mildly Disagree „ 
Strongly Agree 

Strongly Disagree. 
Uncertain 
Mildly Agree 
Strongly Agree 
Mildly Disagree 

Strongly Sl^sgree. 
Uncertain „ 
Mildly Agree 
Strongly Agree 
Mildly Disagree • . 
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15# A child should be allowed to 
enter any occupation he or 
sine wisiied. 

16# In the long run it is better 
after all for a child to be 
kept fairly close* to his 
mother*s apron strings• 

Uncertain 
Mildly Disagree 
Strongly Agree* 
Mildly Agree ] 
Strongly Disagree' 

Strongly Disagree, 
Uncertain 
Mildly Agree 
Strongly Agree 
Mildly Disagree 

17* A child should always believe Strongly Agree 
what his parents tell hira. Mildly Agree 

18, It is sometimes necessary 
far the parent to break 
the child1 a will, 

19* Children should &ot annoy 
their parents with their 
unimportant problems* 

2G« It is wicked for a child 
to di3obey its parents» 

21, Children should not 
interrupt adult conver-
sation. 

22, Children should have as 
much freedom as their 
parents themselves. 

Uncertain 
Strongly Disagree 
Mildly Disagree ] 

Mildly Disagree 
Strongly Agree 
Mildly Agree 
Uncertain 
Strongly Disagree 

Uncertain 
Strongly Disagree 
Mildly Disagree 
Strongly Agree 
Mildly Agree 

Strongly Disagree 
Uncertain " ' 
Mildly Agree 
Mildly Disagree 
Strongly Agree 

Mildly Disagree 
Strongly Agree 
Mildly Agree 
Strongly Disagree] 
Uncertain 

Stroiigly Agree 
Mildly Agree 
Strongly Disagree 
Uncertain " 
Mildly Disagree ] 
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23* Children should not be Uncertain 
• required to take orders from Mildly Disagree 
their parents. 

24, Children should be allowed 
to choose their a m 
religious beliefs* 

25• Parents are not entitled 
to the lore of their 
children unless they earn 
it« 

26* The best child is the one 
who shows lots of affection 
for hie mother. 

Strongly Agree 
Mildly Agree 
Strongly Disagree,. 

Mildly Agree 
Strongly Disagree. 
Mildly Disagree „ 
Strongly Agree 
Uncertain 

Strongly Disagree, 
Uncertain 
Mildly Agree 
Mildly Disagree , 
Strongly Agree 

Mildly Disagree , 
Strongly Agree 
Strongly Disagree, 
Mildly Agree 
Uncertain 

Strongly Disagree 
Mildly Agree 
Mildly Disagree 
Uncertain 
Strongly Agree 

Uncertain 
Mildly Disagree 
Strongly Agree 
Mildly Agree 
Strongly Disagree. 

29. Children should have the Strongly Agree 
opportunity to express their Mildly Agree 
opinions to their parents. Uncertain 

Strongly Disagree, 
Mildly Disagree 

30, A child should stand on his Strongly Disagree 
own two feet as soon as pos~ Uncertain 
sible. Mildly Agree 

Mildly Disagree 
Strongly Agree 

2?. Children should be 
allowed to choose their 
own friends without 
restriction. 

2&, Children should be allowed 
to manage their affairs 
with little supervision 
from adults. 



APPENDIX I? 

PERSONAL DATA QUESTIONNAIRE 

1® Base Age Sex 

2* Are you married? ' Yes Mo 

3« If married about how mong hare you been married: (check 
one) 
Eaj 6 months « * . . • « 
[bj 2 years 
iC) over 2 years 
If married and now divorced, check here 

4* How DRny children were there in your family, counting 
yourselfJ (circle one) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 S 

5* Do you belong to a fraternity or a sorority? Tes • So 

6, What is your father*s occupation? 

7« In reference to your parents: (answer yes or jjg) 
A* Are they divorced 
B# Do they live apart even though not divorced 
C« Is your mother dead 
D, Is your father dead 
8* During your childhood and high school years 

did you live for a year or more in a home 
other than that of your natural parents 

Ft Before coming to college, if your home was 
brokwi by divorce, separation, or death 
about how old were you when this condition 
occurred 

9« Does it seem to you that you have for manlf 
years been much closer, more identified with* 
and more influenced by one parent than 
by the other? 
Both about the same 
More by father than by mother 
More by mother than by father 
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8. In reference to the person or persons whom you have most 
admired# looked-up~to* or t r i e d t o esailate in some way 
chock a t raany of the i t oca below as you believe apply 
to you* 

lour Mother 
Your Father 
A close r e l a t ive 
A jainister or p r i e s t 
A Sibiday School t©acfa«r or choir director 
A director of a cocsmanity youth group 
An a th l e t i c eoach 
An elementary school teacher 
A high school teacher 
A college teacher 
A close f r i end im high school of the opposite sex 
A close fr iond l a high school of the sase sex 
A close f r iend in college of the opposite sex 
A close f r iend in college of the same sex 
An older adult f r i end (not included above) in your 

cossaunity 
Am older adult friend (not included above) in your 

college cossBwnity 
A person well known in public life in your s t a t e or in 

th© nation, but not necessarily a personal acquaint-
ance* 

Aa h i s t o r i e s ! character 
A character in l i t e r a t u r e 
List may others . _ 

9# In reference t o church or other kinds of r e l ig ious in -
fluences! 

A* During childhood stud high school years did you attend 
Sunday School or some other kind of ra l lg ious services 

Once a week or nearly so 
Once or twice a month 
About 4 or o tine# a year 
ITory soldo®, or nertr 
Quite rtgu&trly during childhood but 

not in M # school 

B« Tafhile you were grcwing up was: (c i rc le one) 

Your mother quite act ive in church a f f a i r s ? Tes No 
four f a the r qjalt* act ive in church a f f a i r s ? Ie» No 
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10» 4s you look at the chief sources of motivation in your 
life how do you rat© the following: items in degree 
of importance, using tfa© fallowing scales (circle one) 

Vary Little Importance—1 
Some Important®--— - 2 
Very Inportant—•— 3 

A« Desire to please one or both parents 1 2 3 
B* Desire to lire up to religious teachings 1 2 3 
C. Desire to live up to your own inner 

standards m & self-expectations 1 2 3 
D, Desire to please a girl friend or a 

boy friend 1 2 3 
1. Desire for a college degree 1 2 3 
F» Desire for good financial security 1 2 3 
G, Desire to. know things Just for the 

sake of knowing 1 2 3 
II# Desire to achieve something for which 

you will someday be publicly recognised 1 2 3 
X» Desire to render sorae kind of service to 

help other people * 1 2 3 

As you look back over your life doe a it 3eem to you 
that certain kinds of influences have bean too strong 
and persistent for your own good? Tes No 

If so, list these influences below: 

11, We would like to have a statement in your own words in 
reference to whttt you consider to be the most significant 
sources of motivation in your life* How do you account 
for your present level of attainment? Anything you can 
write about your motivations, frustrations, goals, etc» 
will be appreciated* 
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